ABSTRACT A 1-D electronic beam-steering partially reflective surface (PRS) antenna using a new reconfigurable PRS unit cell is proposed in this paper. The proposed work addresses the challenge to achieve a large beam steering angle with small gain variation and a small number of active/lumped elements by using a reconfigurable PRS superstrate only. The PRS unit cell consists of two back-to-back T-shaped strips with one PIN diode inserted between them and a pair of trapezoid patches (a rectangular patch and a pair of triangle parasitic patches). Beam steering is achieved by controlling the different states of PIN diodes. Thanks to the trapezoid patches, the proposed unit cell can generate a larger phase difference between different states, thereby leading to a larger beam steering angle. Furthermore, due to the addition of more degrees of freedom in the proposed unit cell, the phase difference can be easily manipulated. Moreover, since the T-shaped strips in each unit cell is connected with adjacent ones, the biasing network is very simple without needing a large number of lumped elements and dc biasing lines. The beam steering property is analyzed by using phased array theory. An antenna prototype with a main beam direction towards 0 • , −18 • and 18 • operating at 5.5 GHz in the H-plane is fabricated and measured. Good agreement between the predicted simulation and measurement results for the input reflection coefficients and radiation patterns is achieved, which validates the feasibility of the design. The measured realized gains are over 11 dBi for all states with a 0.8 dBi gain variation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Partially reflective surface (PRS) antenna has been intensively investigated because it can easily realize high gain with simple structure [1] , [2] . It usually employs a small antenna acting as the radiating source and a periodic reflective superstrate. When the distance between the source and superstrate is approximately half a wavelength, the resonance condition is achieved to enhance the gains [3] , [4] . Moreover, PRS antenna can achieve wideband property when a multi-layer reflective surface or a modified ground plane structure is employed [5] - [8] .
Beam steering property has attracted much attention owing to its capabilities to provide large coverage. Phased array theory is a classical approach for antennas to achieve rapid beam scan [9] - [11] . The beam steering is realized by properly tuning the phase of each array element. The disadvantages of
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Shah Nawaz Burokur. phased arrays, however, are their high costs due to the use of transceiver modules and transmission-line feeding networks.
In most cases, PRS antenna can only generate a directive broadside beam. However, it has the potential to realize beam steering with relatively low cost when a variable phase distribution is employed on the upper PRS structure or on the ground plane. The design in [12] utilizes a phase-varying metasurface to control the reflection phase of the PRS and a passive beam steering at 9.5 GHz is achieved by changing the PRS dimensions. In [13] , the proposed antenna can realize a beam scan up to 40 • by mechanically rotating the metasurface in order to vary the PRS inductance. It should be noted that the antennas in [12] and [13] may not be suitable for applications where electronic reconfiguration is needed to achieve very fast beam steering. Recently, research efforts have been devoted to electronic reconfiguration of PRS antennas using active elements, such as PIN diodes and varactors [14] - [17] . The PRS antenna in [14] can realize frequency reconfiguration in the range of 1.9-2.31 GHz by VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4. Whilst the progress in the design of beam steering PRS antenna has been encouraging, major advances are required in the following areas. The first one is to achieve larger beam steering angles, preferably by using a reconfigurable PRS only to maintain system simplicity. Since the beam steering angle increases with the phase difference which is generated by different phases on different PRS parts, new method is needed to enlarge the phase variation range across the PRS. It is worth noting that although the beam steering angle can be further improved by using a phased array source [17] , it compromised the advantages of PRS antenna since complicated reconfigurable phase network is needed. Large gain variation of the reconfigurable PRS antenna is the second issue. It is related to the difference of the reflection magnitudes between different parts of the PRS. This should be kept as small as possible. The third one is to reduce the number of active elements used in order to reduce the costs and losses, and to simplify the biasing network. Most designs reported to date use a large number of active/lumped elements. In short, a reconfigurable PRS antenna with a large beam steering range, a small gain variation and reduced active/lumped elements is highly desired.
This paper proposes an electronic beam steering PRS antenna addressing the above challenges by using a new reconfigurable PRS structure. The unit cell of the PRS consists of two back-to-back T-shaped strips in the center, coupled with a pair of trapezoid patches (a rectangular patch and a pair of triangle parasitic patches). Compared with other unit cells, the phase difference in the proposed structure can be made larger which is analyzed by phased array theory, and it can be easily manipulated because more degrees of freedom have been added in the unit cell. Moreover, the reflection magnitudes between different states of the PRS are very close, leading to a small gain variation range. Furthermore, due to the specific structure of the proposed unit cell, only 36 PIN diodes are used, which is half of those in [17] . An antenna prototype is fabricated to verify the design concept. The center operating frequency of the proposed antenna is 5.5 GHz. The reconfigurable PRS can lead to a beam steering angle of ±18 • with a gain variation less than 0.8 dBi. A detailed parametric analysis of the proposed unit cell is given to provide insights on how to achieve other beam steering angles for different applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The design of the unit cell is described in Section II. The whole antenna design is given in Section III as well as a comparison between the theoretical and experimental results. In Section IV, a current analysis by phased array theory for the proposed cell is illustrated. A discussion on the parametric effects is made in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. DESIGN OF THE PRS UNIT CELL
This section presents the design of the proposed PRS unit cell. The schematic of the proposed unit cell is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two back-to-back T-shaped strips with one PIN diode inserted in the center, and two symmetric trapezoid patches on both sides. The trapezoid patch in each side is constituted by a rectangular patch with a size of l 2 × w 2 and a pair of triangle parasitic patches with dimensions of w 2 = 8mm, w s = 0.5mm as shown in Fig. 1 . The periodicity of this unit (P) is 20 mm (0.37λ 0 ). Other dimensions are listed in Table I . It should be pointed out that the T-shaped strips in each unit cell is connected with adjacent ones, which will simplify the biasing network.
The proposed unit is simulated using a periodic boundary condition in CST. Based on the PIN diode datasheet [23] , the diode is modeled as a 2.1 resistor for ON-state and a parallel circuit consisting of a capacitor of 0.17 pF and a resistor of 3 k for OFF-state. Its relevant model is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the reflection magnitude and the transmission phase of the proposed unit cell. It can be seen that the phase difference between OFF and ON states is 49.4 • at 5.5 GHz. The reflection magnitudes for OFF and ON states are −9.9 dB (reflectivity of 0.32) and −5.4 dB (reflectivity of 0.54), respectively. The reflectivity difference is only 0.22, which ensures that the gain variation is a small value. By employing 6 × 6 cells on the PRS, the beam is steered ±18 • with respect to the broadside direction. Its detailed PRS performances and operating principle are given in the next section.
III. ANTENNA DESIGN AND RESULTS
Based on the above results, a PRS antenna with the proposed unit cells has been designed, fabricated, and measured. The schematics of the proposed PRS antenna are shown in Fig. 4 . The dimensions of the antenna are 150 mm × 150 mm (2.75λ 0 × 2.75λ 0 ). It is fed by a microstrip square patch with a length of 13.2 mm (0.24λ 0 ). The patch antenna is etched on a 1.524-mm-thick Rogers 4003C substrate (ε r = 3.55, tanδ = 0.0027). The reconfigurable PRS structure and its biasing network are shown in Fig. 4 (b) , which consists of 6 × 6 unit cells printed on the lower side of a 1.6-mm-thick FR4 substrate (ε r = 4.4, tanδ = 0.018).
The PRS is divided into two parts according to the group strategy. Each part consists of 3 × 6 cells. The cell sizes are the same as described in Section II. All the PIN diodes are oriented in the same direction. Since all the unit cells are connected, three PIN diodes on each row of each half of the PRS are connected in parallel. The six rows of PIN diodes on each half of the PRS are connected in series. As a result, the large number of inductors and biasing lines between adjacent cells in [17] are not needed. To independently control the two parts, seven capacitors are inserted along the middle line of the PRS for providing dc signal isolation. Therefore, the biasing network can be simplified as a combination of four inductors for RF choke and seven capacitors.
To calculate the cavity height of the proposed PRS antenna, the resonance condition below should be satisfied [3] 
where ϕ is the reflection phase of the PRS. In this design, ϕ is decreased from −123.4 • to −138.7 • in the frequency range of 5-6 GHz and is chosen as −131 • at 5.5 GHz for ON-state as an initial value. To achieve a better impedance matching, L r is chosen as 32 mm by parametric study. A photograph of the proposed PRS antenna is shown in Fig. 5 . The proposed antenna has four states in total: All diodes turned OFF is named as State 1; All diodes turned ON is named as State 2; Diodes on the left group ON with the other OFF is named as State 3; Diodes on the right group OFF with the other ON is named as State 4.
The input reflection coefficients of the antenna were measured using an E5063A Agilent network analyzer. The radiation patterns and the realized gains were measured by using a nearfield antenna measurement system located VOLUME 7, 2019 in Northwestern Polytechnical University. A WR187 openended rectangular waveguide probe was used as the transmitting antenna. Fig. 6 plots the predicted simulation and measurement input reflection coefficients for the four states. The measured results show that an overlapped impedance bandwidth of 5.45-5.65 GHz is achieved and that they agree well with the predicted simulation results.
Since the reflection magnitude for OFF-state is lower than ON-state as shown in Fig. 3 , the gains of State 1 are much lower than the other three states. Hence, its pattern results are omitted here for brevity. The radiation patterns in the H-plane (yoz plane) for the three states are shown in Fig. 7 . The realized gains are also given in Fig. 7 . For State 2, the predicted simulation realized gains are 11.7 dBi and 10.7 dBi for 5.5 and 5.6 GHz, while the measured ones are 12.3 dBi and 11.4 dBi. For State 3 and State 4, the predicted simulation results are from 10.7 to 11.2 dBi, while the measured ones vary from 11.5 to 11.8 dBi. The maximum gain difference between State 3 and State 4 is 0.1 dBi, ensuring the symmetry of the beam steering property. For all states, the maximum gains exceed 11 dBi. Furthermore, the gain drops from the broadside direction to the tilted direction are 0.8 dBi and 0.5 dBi for 5.5 GHz and 5.6 GHz, respectively. The difference between the predicted simulation and measurement results is less than 1 dB for the three states.
IV. CURRENT ANALYSIS
To illustrate how the phase difference are generated, the current distributions of the unit cells are simulated in CST. We chose our previously designed unit cell in this section to show the potential of this proposed unit cell on how to realize a wide beam steering angle. Unit I refers to a patch-type unit cell with two PIN diodes inserted in the middle given in [17] , as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . Unit II is the proposed unit cell. Fig. 8 plots the current distributions for different unit cells. As can be seen from Figs. 8 (a) and (b) , the currents of Unit I are mainly distributed along the vertical edges (marked in black dotted circles) for OFF-state, while for ON-state the currents are concentrated along the center gap (marked in blue dotted circle). A small phase difference of 27.5 • is produced due to the different lengths of the current path.
In order to enlarge the phase difference, Unit II is proposed, which can add more degrees of freedom to manipulate the current distribution. Figs. 8 (c) and (d) give the current distributions of Unit II. As is shown in Figs. 8 (c) and (d) , the currents are concentrated along the T-shaped strips for both states. However, for OFF-state, the current path is much longer than that of ON-state. Therefore, a 49.4 • phase difference between OFF-state and ON-state is achieved, which is much larger than that of Unit I. Table II gives a performance comparison between Unit I and Unit II. Some predicted simulation results of their relevant PRS antennas are also given. Compared with Unit I, Unit II can realize a much larger beam steering angle with much fewer active elements. Therefore, it is a more attractive candidate cell for the PRS antennas in the applications of large beam steering angles, stable steering gains, and simple biasing networks.
V. DISCUSSION
As discussed in the previous sections, the beam steering angle increases with the phase difference between the two parts of the PRS with different PIN diodes states. There are many parameters of the proposed unit cell that affect the transmission phase. This section describes the parametric study of some key parameters in order to show how we can realize different beam steering angles with the proposed PRS unit. When one parameter is changed, the others remain stable. Fig. 9 shows the effects of the rectangular patch length l 2 on the phase difference of the unit and beam-tilt angle of the whole PRS antenna. It is seen that when l 2 is increased from 8 mm to 12 mm, the curve rises to its highest point at 10 mm then goes down. The phase difference variation range is from 39.1 • (l 2 = 12mm) to 49.4 • (l 2 = 10mm). Accordingly, the beam steering angle has a similar trend with a maximum value of 18 • .
The effects of rectangular patch width w 2 and parasitic patch width w s are investigated and given in Fig. 10 . w 2 and w s have much more prominent influences than l 2 , which can lead to a phase change range from 20 • to 50 • . However, they have opposite variation trends: The phase difference increases with w 2 , while it increases when w s decreases. It is noted that when w s decreases to 0.1, the phase difference reaches its maximum value. The phase difference decreases when w s is smaller than 0.1 since the size of triangle parasitic patch is rather small and no currents will be induced by this parasitic structure. For achieving a larger phase difference with a small fabrication error, w 2 = 8mm and w s = 0.5mm are chosen in this design.
A comparison of the radiation performance, antenna size, and tunable element number of the proposed PRS antenna with some reported designs are described in Table III . As can be seen from the table, the proposed antenna has a larger beam steering angle with a smaller gain variation range and much fewer tunable elements employed.
VI. CONCLUSION
In order to enhance the beam steering capability for PRS antennas while maintaining a simple network with fewer active/lumped elements, a novel reconfigurable unit cell has been proposed and investigated in this paper. By employing 6 × 6 such unit cells on the PRS, the proposed antenna can achieve a ±18 • electronic beam steering with respect to the broadside direction, across an overlapped 10-dB impedance bandwidth of 5.45-5.65 GHz. The measured realized gains are over 11 dBi for all states with a maximum gain drop less than 0.8 dBi. Compared with other reported beam steering designs, the proposed antenna has the advantages of a rather small gain drop and a much simpler biasing network with a stable beam-tilt performance. He is the Deputy Director with the Radio laboratory, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Research Institute, Northwestern Polytechnical University. He is currently a Professor with Northwestern Polytechnical University. His research interests include RCS reduction of the unmanned systems and antenna measurements. VOLUME 7, 2019 
